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STATE-OF-THE ART TECHNOLOGIES

Melbourne Oral Health
Training & Education Centre
IN THE MOHTEC SIMULATION LAB L-R
IBRAHIM HUSSEIN & CASEY EDGAR
HE MELBOURNE DENTAL SCHOOL to forge ahead with state-of-the-art

T

And in a pioneering concept, a number of suites

technologies and international collaborations through the new Melbourne Oral

at the Clinic will be installed with advanced

Health Training and Education Centre (MOHTEC).

clinical microscopes with in-built video cameras,

MOHTEC will comprise two facilities at the forefront of dentistry innovation and

allowing complex dental procedures to be

technology: the specialist focused Melbourne Dental Clinic, and a preclinical

filmed and then viewed by students and staff for

simulation laboratory. When completed, the Melbourne Dental Clinic will feature

training and research purposes.

unique, purpose-built clinical suites designed in collaboration with international

Arguably the most important feature of the Clinic

providers, offering students a world-class learning experience while doubling as a

is the fact students will be exposed to direct

‘showroom’ to the global dental industry.

patient contact in a private clinical environment.
...Continued page 4
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Melbourne Dental School in the top group of

I would like to congratulate

molecular biology such that this is

Mr William Singleton – Research Assistant,

have made donations to the School to assist

the international rankings.

Dr Peiyan Shen who was

a very impressive achievement.

Immunology

with the fit out of 723 Swanston Street to ensure

I am delighted to welcome the

I am also delighted to welcome the following

it is state-of-the-art and to support teaching

following new academic staff to

new professional staff to the Melbourne Dental

and research in the School. We cannot thank

the Melbourne Dental School:

School:

you enough for it is your dedication, vision

Dr Tanya D’Cruze – Research

Ms Genevieve Costigan – Oral Health CRC

and generous support of the School that has

Fellow, Microbiology

Communications Manager

enabled us to grow and establish these world-

Dr Jim Bokas – Senior Lecturer in

Ms Eva Roden – Oral Health CRC Finance

class training facilities at 723 Swanston Street.

The second stage of construction related to our
expansion into 723 Swanston Street is nearing
completion. This has involved the construction of
a 51 chair dental clinic on level 1 of the building,
called the Melbourne Dental Clinic. This clinic
will provide private practice experience for

promoted to Senior Research
Fellow which takes effect from 1st
September 2012 and Dr Menaka
Abuzar who was promoted to
Associate Professor effective 1st
January 2012.

the DDS, Bachelor of Oral Health and Doctor

Congratulations also to Emeritus

Orthodontics

Manager

You can be very proud that you helped make

of Clinical Dentistry students and enable an

Professor Louise Brearley Messer

Dr Felicity Crombie – Lecturer in

Ms Pamela Spencer-Gardner – Oral Health

these facilities possible. All donors will be

expansion of student numbers to contribute

who received a Member of the

General Practice Dentistry

CRC Office Administrator

invited to the formal opening of the facility and

to the oral health professional workforce and

Order of Australia (AM) in the 2012

Dr Rebecca Orth – Research

Mr Daniel Stalder – Preclinical Laboratory

increase community access to dental care. The

Australia Day Honours List. Louise

Fellow, Vaccine Development

Technician

dental chairs for the clinic have been provided

received the AM for service to the

Ms Namfon Pantarat – Research

by Sirona and the feedback I have received

dental profession, particularly in

Fellow, Microbiology/Immunology

from people inspecting the new clinic is that it is

the field of paediatric dentistry,

Dr Andrew Pepicelli – Senior

the first and second year of the DDS and the

clearly a world-class facility.

as a clinician, academic and

Lecturer in Orthodontics

feedback we are receiving from the students

The last stage of the construction works at 723

researcher.

Mr Kheng Tan – Research Fellow,

continues to be very positive. The feedback

Swanston Street will start soon and these involve

: From the Head :
THE INTRODUCTION OF the second year of the

new graduate-entry Doctor of Dental Surgery
(DDS) in 2012 by the Melbourne Dental School is
progressing well. Hence in 2012 we are running

from all our students with respect
to the new preclinical teaching
laboratory at 723 Swanston
Street has been glowing with
the students really appreciating
the brand new, state-of-theart simulation facilities. These
preclinical facilities will be
complemented even further in
2012 with the purchase of 20
haptic-based dental simulators,
Moog Simodonts. These 20 new
Moog Simodonts will be located
in a dedicated haptic simulation
laboratory at 723 Swanston Street
to complement the simulation

The new facilities
and appointments in
academic staff augurs
well for the future of
the School and together
with our impressive
research performance
will help maintain the
Melbourne Dental
School in the top group
of the international
rankings.

training equipment already
located in this new facility.

I would also like to congratulate

a substantial upgrade of the

Dr Nathan Cochrane who has

building façade and works on

been awarded the 2012 Young

level 2 for offices for clinic staff

Professional of the Year by the

and the construction of new

Board of Professions Australia. The

It is very pleasing that the School has attracted

PROFESSOR ERIC REYNOLDS

the funding to support these new staff members

AO FICD FTSE FRACDS (Melbourne Laureate

to join with us on our mission to be one of the

Professor, Head of School and CEO, Oral Health CRC)

finest dental schools in the world.

Melbourne Dental School

Polymicrobial Interactions

Finally on behalf of the Melbourne Dental School

Dr Elena Toh – Research Fellow,

I would like to thank the extremely generous

Biotechnology

alumni and friends of the Dental School who

COVER STORY

Head of the

integrated with computer-aided learning suites

Melbourne Dental

that include simulated patient dummies.

teaching facilities involving

award is intended to encourage

seminar rooms linked to a

and recognise the achievements

clinic fully-equipped with

of a young professional who

AV equipment for two-way

has demonstrated a noteworthy

Reynolds AO,

interaction with the seminar

commitment to excellence and

believes the clinically-

rooms. These seminar rooms

innovation in his/her profession

...Continued from front page

together with the clinic and

and worked to promoting the

“Most of our graduates will work

pre-clinic laboratories will be

profession as a whole. The

in private practice at some point in

used for teaching, not only

Board acknowledged Nathan’s

their careers,” explains Associate

for our students, but also for

outstanding contribution to both

Professor Roy Judge, Interim

our Continuing Professional

the profession and community,

Clinical Director of MOHTEC.

education, training and research.

Development programs

his outstanding work in dental

“The Melbourne Dental School

together with the ADAVB.

research and innovation, as

“In the past, we’ve provided

I would like to thank and

Recently I have been involved in reviewing

congratulate all the School staff involved in

international dental schools with respect to

the 723 Swanston Street building project as

their curricula, training facilities and research

it represents a substantial amount of work at

well as his commitment to his
professional association and
considerable time spent speaking
to people about dental health.

Melbourne Oral Health
Training & Education Centre

students with experience in the
public dental environment.
The Melbourne Dental Clinic will
mean we can also provide them
with exposure to a private clinical

School,
Professor Eric

orientated suite of programs provided at the

will cement the University’s position

on the other. It makes you feel comfortable with

as a world-leader in the provision of dental

an actual dental setting,” she says.

is already recognized as a world
leader in dental research and
research translation to novel
technologies and improved
patient outcomes. MOHTEC
with its superb, state-of-the-art

Congratulations also to Dr

setting as part of their training,” he

Michelle Glew, Dr Paul Veith and

says.

clinical facilities will establish

10 general, 4 multipurpose and 37

as an internationally recognized

colleagues as their paper entitled
“PG0026 is the C-terminal signal

current facilities at the Royal Dental Hospital of

reputation as a Centre of excellence in Teaching

peptidase of a novel secretion

Melbourne at 720 Swanston Street. These new

and Learning, Research and Research Training

system of Porphyromonas

facilities plus the new appointments in academic

and Engagement; the three components of

gingivalis” was selected as J Biol

staff (see below) augurs well for the future of

the Triple Helix that underpins the University’s

Chem paper of the week, placing

the School and together with our impressive

Melbourne Model and Strategic Plan Growing

it in the top 1% of manuscripts

research performance will help maintain the

Esteem.

reviewed in a year. J Biol Chem
is a prestigious US journal in
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specialist chairs will make up the
Clinic, used for training qualified
dentists in the specialist areas
of orthodontics, endodontics,
periodontics, prosthodontics,
paediatric dentistry and special
needs dentistry.

learning tools.

one side and a spot for the dental assistant to sit

curriculum and covering staff shortages. There
the platform for the expansion of the School’s

new lab and its facilities are proving to be ideal

Clinical Dentistry and Doctor of Dental Surgery,

a time when we are also introducing a new
is no doubt that these new facilities will provide

completing her Doctor of Dental Surgery, the

“It’s a realistic environment with instruments on

realize how fortunate we are to have the new
at 723 Swanston Street, in addition to our

For second-year student Casey Edgar, who is

Melbourne Dental Clinic, for both the Doctor of

performance and this review has made me
world-class, preclinical and clinical facilities

to other planned special events. D

the Melbourne Dental School

“I love the new lab.
We’ve got all our
own instruments
and equipment – it
represents what a
normal dental practice
is,” 2nd year student
Casey says.

centre of clinical excellence” says
Professor Reynolds.

Casey’s classmate Ibrahim
Hussein agrees. He says
gaining practical experience in
a setting such as the simulation
lab is a vital component of the
DDS course.
“This is as close as it gets to
being in a real clinic without
bringing in actual patients. It’s
imperative to get your mind at
ease,” Ibrahim says.
As the expansion of the

Melbourne Dental School is being realised,

The Melbourne Dental Clinic will compliment

dental education and research is being

the simulation laboratory, which opened for

transformed ensuring an even brighter future for

students on 6 February 2012. Located on

dentistry at the University of Melbourne.

the ground floor of MOHTEC, the laboratory
consists of 50 sophisticated workstations
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Chào.

12 years of age, were triaged

Frankly, I felt overwhelmed at times, as

Cu Chi, explored the local markets and had dinner

then treated. “Há miê.ng (open

restorative need far exceeded the treatment

in Ra.chGiá where we observed the most beautiful

mouth)” revealed many caries-

we could provide. However, the team powered

sunset. Just like that sunset, our short journey in

affected teeth. Although some

through continuously,

Vietnam came to an end, with

students only needed fissure

sometimes working until as

lasting warmth and hope of the

sealants, many required multiple

late as 7.00 pm. In two weeks,

future filled in our hearts.

restorations, most commonly

we provided over 1,100

involving large occlusal caries

restorations, some fissure

on the first molars. A modified

sealants and extractions of

Atraumatic Restorative Treatment

deciduous teeth. With restored

(ART) method was employed;

health of teeth came my

the procedure was efficient and

satisfaction and realisation that

did not require local anaesthetia.

it all starts from one heart, and

N MARCH 2012, I WAS PRIVILEGED TO JOIN A

There was no wastage as left-over

that small things count and

DEDICATED GROUP OF AUSTRALIAN DENTAL

GIC was used to seal the fissures

make a long-term difference.

It means “hello” in Vietnamese.
By Stella Lee
The Rotary Australia-Vietnam Dental Health Project 2012

I

since the project, but the warm
welcome received in Vietnam,
the curious and pure eyes of the
children, and the unforgettable
memories of companionship
continue to touch my heart with
joy and love. I am extremely
grateful for the opportunity I had

VOLUNTEERS TO PARTICIPATE IN THE ROTARY

of the remaining permanent

AUSTRALIA-VIETNAM DENTAL HEALTH PROJECT,

molars. Regardless of amount of

AN ANNUAL OUTREACH PROGRAM LED BY

treatment required, the students

DR JAMIE ROBERTSON. As a final year dental

remained exceptionally compliant

student, it was extremely thrilling to work

and cheerful.

alongside a veteran dental team and utilise the

I also had an opportunity to

feast – warm,

conduct a small qualitative

hearty pho’ bò

study, interviewing teachers,

(beef noodle soup),

I strongly encourage you to go

I was part of Team Diamond which consisted of

parents and local dental staff on

sweet, yet strong cà

volunteering. Priceless memories

dentists Daniel Lavery and Minh Phuoc, therapist

their awareness of oral health

phê sũ’a nóng (Vietnamese coffee),

and life-long satisfaction aside, you will be

Susan Lockwood, and assistants Barbara Forbes,

of children in Vietnam and their

fresh seasonal fruits and thirst-

touched by the world you otherwise would not

Julie Leahy and Chau Nguyen. Our field work

perception of the impact made

quenching young coconuts to name

explore. Cám o’n. D

took place in Phú Giáo, a rural district of Bình

by the Rotary involvement;

a few favourites. Side trips outside

Du’o’ng province and Tân
Hiê.p, of Kiên Giang

generous positive feedback was

work hours were interesting and

received.

culturally enriching. The team visited

Ms Stella Lee is a 5th Year Bachelor of Dental Science

the elaborate battleground tunnels of

Student at The University of Melbourne

skills learnt in dentistry to deliver health and
hope to those in need.

province in the Mekong
Delta and involved
provision of primary dental
Happy Students above and top,
pictured with Stella Lee,
(2nd from right)

A few months have passed

treatment and oral health
promotion..
Upon arrival in Phú Giáo,
we set up the clinic with
dental items from Australia
– this was an excellent
prelude to incredible

My tasks were diverse
and included triaging,
treating, assisting and
simply entertaining the
students as they half
nervously and half
excitedly waited for
their turn..

teamwork which continued
and grew over the next

The most rewarding

Vietnamese cuisine, each meal
was a delightful

Robertson for his mentorship, GC
Corporation for their generous
sponsorship and Team Diamond
for their constant support and
passion. Diamonds rock! If there
is a little travel bug within you,

oral health through
education. In
addition to leading
interactive oral
health lessons
during the day, I
also embarked on
a motorbike ride
to a local primary

of a new dental chair donated by the Rotary

out oral hygiene and diet advice.

group, the next room revealed an optometrist’s

The students enthusiastically

chair, which we gladly took to utilise for dental

demonstrated their brushing

treatment. Limited resources and equipment

technique and discussed

meant that we had to quickly adapt to the

components of a good diet.

unfamiliar and improvise and overcome.

Seeing them quickly learn, I could
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Having always enjoyed

...it was our pleasure to
see the Rotary-installed
toothbrushing and
milk drinking program
running smoothly.

was promoting

two weeks. While one room had the luxury

4:30 pm. Each day, around 50 students, mostly

Vietnam offered much more.

and would like to thank Dr Jamie

activity, personally,

school with the therapist to give

A typical day of work went from 7:30 am to

Aside from clinical work,

PICTURED, clockwise from top left:
Essential Vietnamese, Team Diamond
at a temple in Phu Giao, Sunset in
Rach Gia.

already foresee healthier habits
translate to healthier smiles.
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Oral Health
meets e-Health
SYMPOSIUM
:: THE BIENNIAL

:: WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THE

COLLEGE OF DENTAL

THE 6TH ORAL HEALTH CRC

ARRIVAL OF DR NEIL COWEN, the CEO of the

SURGEONS (RACDS) WAS

SYMPOSIUM Oral Health Meets

HELD IN QUEENSTOWN,

e-Health will explore the clinical,

experience within the healthcare industry,
including St Georges Hospital, Peter James
Centre and Caulfield General Medical Centre.

A/Prof Werner Bischoff
31st March – 4th
(left) President, RACDS
April, 2012. In
with Dr Harleen Kumar

conjunction with

For more information about

program and registration form,

ROYAL AUSTRALASIAN

New Zealand from

available for practitioners.

symposium, including a draft

CONVOCATION OF THE

26 March. Neil has extensive senior management

Development (CPD) credit is

the oral health meets e-health

MDC Welcomes
Dr Neil Cowan
Melbourne Dental Clinic (MDC) who joined us on

online. Continuing Professional

visit the symposium website at
www.oralhealthcrc.org.au/
symposium.

ethical and technological challenges

The symposium will be presented

and opportunities presented by

by the Oral Health CRC at the

e-health and telemedicine for dental

Melbourne Dental School, University

practices. The symposium will be

of Melbourne and is supported

He has had planning and development roles at

the convocation, the Young Lecturers Award was

held on Friday 9 November, 2012

by the Institute for a Broadband

the Inner and Eastern Health Care Network and

held to recognise recent academic talent in the

from 9 am – 5 pm at the Melbourne

Enabled Society (IBES), the Victorian

has medical research and teaching experience in

field of dentistry. The recipient of the RACDS

Dental School.

e-Research Initiative (VeRSI) and

Australia and overseas. Neil will play a leading

Young Lecturer Award 2012 was Dr Harleen

The symposium will bring together

role in helping establish the new MDC.

Kumar, who presented key findings from her

leading experts in oral health,

Awards

research titled; “Resin Infiltration- taking the first

telemedicine and engineering

steps to filling the holes in cheese molars”.

to explore the opportunities and

The judging criteria for the award took into

challenges e-health presents and

account the scientific and clinical content of

how this is going to impact on

the lecture as well as the presentation manner

dental practitioners, their practices

and format. Dr. Kumar’s presentation discussed

and patients.

her investigations of hypomineralised enamel

The symposium will also examine

and the thickness of its surface layer. She also

the ethical and social aspects of

described the effects of resin infiltration with

e-health, how e-health works in

Icon® (DMG, Hamburg, Germany); a low-

remote communities, the use of the

viscosity resin on the mechanical properties of

national broadband network in rural

hypomineralised enamel.

settings and clinical competence in

Dr Kumar is a paediatric dentist who completed

e-health. Case studies from around

her post-doctoral training from the University of

Australia will further illustrate the

Melbourne in 2011. As the winner of the award,

complexity and uses of e-health for

she was presented the prize of A$2,500 and will

the future of oral health.

have a paper published in the Annals of the

The proceedings will be available

Royal Australasian College of Dental Surgeons

at locations across Australia and

:: AUSTRALIAN SOCIETY OF ORTHODONTICS’
NATIONAL MEETING AWARD WINNERS The

2011 graduating students in the DClinDent
(Orthodontics) won several awards at the recent
Australian Society of Orthodontics’ National
Meeting. Dr Anna Theobold won best research
award, Dr Geraint Williams won best case
presentation and the orthodontic group won
one of the four awards given internationally by
Invisalign for a research project. The Team was
led by Dr Vicki Vlaskalic.

the Australian Dental Association
Victorian Branch.

:: NEW INITIATIVE IN CAMBODIA Former
Paediatric Dentistry postgraduate student,
Dr Callum Durward who graduated in 1987 is
heading a new initiative in Cambodia, called “Seal
Cambodia Project”. Our CRC-OHC partner, GC
and Professor David Manton is an advisor. This
project aims to improve the oral health of Cambodian children.

:: DR BADRUN NAFIS RECENTLY WAS AWARDED the “ First Prize Winner of
Scientific Competition in Oral Presentation for research” at the 8th Biennial
Conference of the Paediatric Dentistry Association of Asia. Badrun (pictured
right) is a recent graduate of the Paediatric Dentistry Program at MDS and
presented his research project on acid production of Strep Mutans in soy
extracts and flavoured milks, supervised by A/Prof Stuart Dashper and
Prof David Manton and published recently in the Journal of Dentistry. This
conference was held in Bali in May, and included a number of invited Australian speakers including
David Manton and Dr Tim Johnston, a past MDS graduate in Paed Dent who practises in Perth.

IN 2013, THE MELBOURNE DENTAL SCHOOL

employment in a range of settings including

WILL OFFER A NEW DEGREE; The Bachelor of

entry pathways into research careers and

Oral Health (Honours). This new degree will, for

academic leadership in the oral health therapy

the first time, offer a research by higher degree

disciplines, professional and public oral health

pathway for graduates from a Bachelor of Oral

leadership roles.

least 65.

year and Honours students will be located at
the Melbourne Dental School. The CRC and

coursework subjects offered by the Faculty of

DHSV offer scholarships to support selected

Medicine, Dentistry and Health Sciences to

outstanding candidates.

Honours degree level consistent with the other

Bachelor Of Oral
Health (Degree
with Honours)

The course is undertaken full time over one

This course includes 25 points of advanced

provide coursework research preparation at

NEW DEGREE

Dr David Manton (centre,
front) and his students

Corporation, is a major sponsor of this initiative

Health with a standard grade point average of at

A/Prof Julie Satur

About Professor Sir Arthur Amies

Paediatric Dentistry News

Honours programs offered by the faculty. In
addition, the BOH (Hons) course includes a

The Melbourne Dental School offers world class
expertise in a range of fields around the oral
health therapy disciplines in areas such as;

75 credit point Oral Health Research Project

• Dental therapy clinical practice

specific to this degree. The Bachelor of Oral

• Dental hygiene clinical practice

Health (Honours) degree provides students with

• Prevention of oral diseases

the opportunity to integrate their previous oral

• Health promotion

health studies with advanced studies in their

• Public health and epidemiology

field of interest. It will focus their knowledge,

• Social and behavioural sciences

skills and intellect on an exciting piece of

• Oral health workforce and models of care

Sir Arthur Amies was appointed Professor and

A Melbourne graduate in Dental Science,

:: Professor Quail, who was lecturer

original research in a field of their choice,

• Evidence based practice

Dean of the Faculty of Dental Science in 1934

Sir Arthur obtained his medical degree in

in the Department of Oral Medicine

relevant to oral health therapy practice in a

• Oral health policy

and served in this position for 33 years. During

Edinburgh and was one of the first two doctors

under Sir Arthur for six years, is writing

supported environment.

• Interprofessional practice

this time he worked tirelessly to advance the

to obtain the Diploma of Otolaryngology by

a biography of this eminent dental

dental profession and was instrumental in

examination.

graduate and would be pleased to

This course prepares students for progression

For further information and to enquire about the

into further research roles including higher

BOH Honours Course intake please contact the

be contacted at the Department of

degrees by research and academic careers.

Melbourne Dental School:

Surgery, Monash University, Monash

Honours also develops students’ capacity

T : +61 3 9341 1500

Chairman of the Professorial Board and was,

Medical Centre, Clayton, 3168 or by

for independent study and research that will

E: enquiries@dent.unimelb.edu.au

for a time, Federal President of the Australian

email at geoffrey.quail@med.monash.

help build maturity and skills for transition to

www.dent.unimelb.edu.au

Dental Association.

edu.au

obtaining the highly prized Haymarket site for
the Faculty and Royal Dental Hospital. He was
devoted to his students, regularly attending
inter-faculty football matches and ensured that
visiting lecturers were of the highest calibre.

Sir Arthur was active in the University and the
profession serving as Pro-Vice Chancellor and
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hear from former students. He may
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edification, and regularly donated
items of interest to the society’s
museum.
The year 2012 marks the 150th
anniversary of the medical school
and as part of the program of
celebrations the three faculty
museums will present the

Wax models of cross sections of the
teeth showing the development of dental
decay from the enamel to the infection
of the pulp, c.1912. Maker unknown,
wax, wood, paper, reg. no. 2574

exhibition The Art of Teaching:
Models and Methods, Baillieu
Library, September 2012. The

Teaching Models Restored

two newly treated models will be
incorporated in the exhibition
where they will be on display along

Louise Murray

with items from the Harry Brookes

THREE ITEMS FROM THE HENRY FORMAN ATKINSON DENTAL MUSEUM recently received

Allen Museum of Anatomy and

conservation treatment through the generous support of the Mab Grimwade Miegunyah Trust Fund.

Pathology and the Medical History

Treatment of the items was undertaken in 2011 by Carmela Lonetti and Reyhane Mirabootalebi,

Museum. The museum is grateful

object conservators at The Centre for Cultural Materials Conservation, University of Melbourne.

for the generous support of the

The creation and use of three dimensional large

in Conservative Dental Surgery classes at the

scale models to make apparent what could not

College and are consistent with his approach to

be seen clearly, or not at all by the naked eye,

teaching as defined in his thesis The teaching

became common practice in teaching, especially

of Operative Dental Technique and Tooth

in dentistry, where the small size of the human

Morphology by Visual Methods, 1938. Professor

tooth made demonstrating difficult. Two of the

Down investigated the difficulties facing teaching

items treated by conservators are examples of

staff attempting to impart information with limited

this approach and represent the early teaching

two dimensional teaching aids, at a time when

1. See the introduction to: Prof

methods that were used in the Australian

the blackboard was the pervasive, and sometimes

Charles H Down, The teaching

College of Dentistry in the first decades of the

‘only available’ teaching aid.

of Operative Dental Technique

20th century. They include a framed set of large
scale models of oral bacteria before and after
cleaning the teeth, and a framed set of large
scale models of wax cross sections of molar
teeth showing the commencement and process
of tooth decay.

1

The third item which received conservation
treatment is a prepared specimen of a human
skull (European) c.1885 which has on its base
a label that reads, “Presented by R. A. Cooper
Esq”. The Odontological Society Register

which has allowed this important
conservation treatment to be
undertaken. D

NOTES

and Tooth Morphology by Visual
Methods, 1938, thesis submitted for
the degree of Doctor of Dental Science
University of Melbourne, Department
of Conservative Dental Surgery.

(1896–1913) records R. A. Cooper as an elected

2. See the Odontological Society of

Over time, the models had become fragile,

member in1898, and numerous references

Victoria, The Register, Australian

some parts had detached from their supports,

to his name in the Odontological Society’s

Dental Association, Victorian Branch

and both items were in need of cleaning and

minutes suggest he was an active member who

Archives, series 300, ADAV00074, p. 8,

retouching.

also donated items to the society’s fledgling

http://archive.adavb.org/data/image_

museum. An obituary for R.A. Cooper describes

viewer.htm?ADAV00074,25,8,L

him as “one of the founders of the Australian

3. See the Odontological Society of

The models are of interest on a number of
levels. They highlight the often rudimentary
materials available in an era which predates
the sophisticated multimedia technology
taken for granted in today’s classroom. The
bacteria models allude to the new and evolving
science of bacteriology which was taken up
with enthusiasm by the Australian College of
Dentistry in the early 1900s as it strove to keep
pace with the latest advances in dentistry. The
wax models on the other hand were thought to
have been used by Professor C Harold Down

2

3

College of Dentistry... and treasurer of the
College for more than 15 years”.4 The restored
specimen stands as a reminder of the important
connection between the early members of the
Odontological Society, the Australian College of
Dentistry, and the Melbourne Dental School and
highlights the interest in learning and discussion
that characterized the early dental society
where members brought their microscopes and
specimens along to meetings for discussion and

ISSUE T17 2012 PAGE 9
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Teaching model, Bacteria found in the mouth: before
retiring (After cleaning the teeth); Bacteria found
in the mouth: the following morning; Bacteria found
in the mouth before retiring (Teeth uncleaned);
Bacteria found in the mouth the following morning.
c.1905. Maker unknown, wood, paper metal, resin,
glass, reg. no. 1488

Mab Grimwade Miegunyah Fund

Victoria Museum Register, 18961913, Australian Dental Association,
Victorian Branch Archives, series 300,
ADAV00004, p. 8, http://archive.
adavb.org/data/image_viewer.
htm?ADAV00004,26,8,S
4. The Argus, Tuesday 27 April, 1943,
pg 8, see (The Argus, Melbourne, Vic.
: 1848 -1956), http://trove.nla.gov.au/
ndp/del/article/11347072

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS
CELEBRATING THE 150TH ANN
IVERSARY
OF MELBOURNE MEDICAL SCH
OOL
THU 13 SEP 2012 – SUN 20
JAN 2013

A BODY OF KNOWLEDGE Two
exhibitions across three
venues under the theme
A Body of Knowledge,
exploring the differing
perceptions of the
human body through art
in The Anatomy Lesson
and through the various
approaches to teaching
students the functions,
intricacies and wonders
of medicine or dentistry,
in The Art of Teaching:
Models and Methods.

THE ART OF TEACHING:
MODELS AND METHODS
Encompassing models,
moulages, notebooks, photographs
and illustrations — items from the
extensive collections of the Harry
Brookes Allen Museum of Anatomy
and Pathology, the Henry Forman
Atkinson Dental Museum, the Medical
History Museum, and other University
collections — highlighting the
fascinating objects and materials
used in the teaching of medicine
and dentistry at the University
of Melbourne.
AT:
1st
AND
2nd
The

Leigh Scott Gallery,
floor, Baillieu Library
the Medical History Museum,
floor, Brownless Biomedical Library,
University of Melbourne

THE ANATOMY LESSON Artists and
anatomists share a long history
of imagining the body, using their
knowledge of what can be ‘seen’
to reveal and understand what is
‘unseen’ — the life that lies
beneath the surface.
The Anatomy Lesson includes images
found in the many departments
and collections associated with
the University. With a thigh from
the River God Po, the foot of an
Etruscan statue and a head by
contemporary artist Vivian Shark
LeWitt, this exhibition pulls
together a diverse array of body
parts to create a wondrous whole.
AT: The Ian Potter Museum of Art,
University of Melbourne
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Australian Dental Art: Albert Tucker Artist, Part 2
By Dr Neville Regan
TWO MORE IMAGES BY ALBERT TUCKER (1914–1999) are shown here in this series of ‘the dentist and

the patient in art’; they were executed at very different stages of the artist’s career.

intense shadows from another

my satirical aspect came into

surreal compositions, they have different themes,

9. James Gleeson, 1979, interview transcript, p.24. These

direction. These images are a

play”. Tucker simply cut out the

were created in different countries, sixteen years

thoughts were possibly also kindled by Sidney Nolan

result of Tucker being in a mood

images and stuck them down into

apart, when Tucker regurgitated a composition

and his outback paintings which Nolan included in

of despondency, maybe to world

the landscape. This was a similar

from his ‘buried memory thing’. In Rome in the

their joint exhibition in Rome in 1954. See J. Burke,

events, or to private anxiety and

technique employed by Brett

mid 1950s however, Tucker’s feelings and moods

2002, p.341.

10

instability. Tucker wrote that the

Whitely many years later for his

were different; the artist was no longer the angry

painting arose from an emotional

composition Portrait of Richard

pessimist. D

Neville 1974, oil and collage

7

The Futile City 1940 (fig 1), is an oil painting

with a precipice dropping to the valley below,

state, “the mood was one of

on cardboard with a surrealist composition. It

a disarticulated mandible lies on the snow in

depression, a sense of inadequacy

was signed by the artist and was exhibited at

the foreground. “Perhaps the jaw signifies the

while walking down a city street”.

the Contemporary Art Society, Melbourne, in

ghoulish remains of a failed hero, implying the

June 1940. It was shaped by T.S. Eliot’s haunting

potential of Tucker’s failure, his mortality”.4

poetry, especially those poems written in the
period after the First World War.

1

There are no eyes here
In this valley of dying stars
In this hollow valley
This broken jaw of our lost kingdom2
Albert Tucker came upon T.S. Elliot’s poems at
the Fine Art room of the State Library of Victoria.
According to Tucker, “instantly I recognized a

8

The second painting Laughing
Landscape 1956 is a watercolor

Here the stone images

drawing with collage of magazine

Are raised, here they receive

illustrations. Tucker used a fibre-

The supplication of a dead man’s hand5

tipped pen on thick cardboard

A buried skeleton lies in the centre of the valley

and signed and dated the work in

beneath an oversized key inserted vertically into

pencil, “Tucker Roma, 1956”.

the ground.

This image, also with surrealist

A heap of broken images where the sun beats

elements, was created during

And the dead tree gives no shelter6

the two years that Tucker lived in

twin soul—he was full of horror, outrage, despair

Beyond the distant hills is the city of Melbourne;

and futility…with his kind of sensibility, some of

the background is covered by a dark green

the imagery was superb, and it confirmed my

and red foreboding sky that is raining blood

own feelings…it became a source of my own

on to the buildings. Shadows are cast in two

imagery”.3 The Futile City 1940 depicts a white

different directions over the scene; the setting

barren landscape edged by sharply pointed hills

sun from one direction, and sharper more

14

Rome. The foreground is a barren
sandy desert. The background is
defined by a straight line rising

11. Bronwyn Watson, The Weekend Australian Review, “Public works”, May 12–13, 2012, interview

on canvas, in which he used
illustrations of two smiling mouths

NOTES

with Gordon Morrison, p.14.

with teeth. Gordon Morrison

1. James Gleeson, James Gleeson Interviews: Albert

12. T.S Eliot. The Waste Land, 1922, lines 338–340.

described the work as “two of

Tucker, Hurstbridge, 2 May 1979, Oral History Project,

these blah blah mouths…created

National Gallery of Australia, Research Library,

out of collage, probably from

Canberra, interview transcript, p.11.

advertisements of dentures from
magazines”.

11

If there were only water

2. T. S. Eliot, The Hollow Men, 1925, stanza IV.
3. James Gleeson, 1979, interview transcript, p.11.

amongst the rock

4. Janine Burke, “Australian Gothic”, A life of Albert

Dead mountain mouth of

Tucker, 2002, Random House, Sydney, Australia, p.132.

carious teeth that cannot spit
Here one can neither stand nor
lie nor sit 12
In contrast to the poetical

5. T.S Eliot. The Hollow Men, 1925, stanza lll.
6. T.S Eliot. The Waste Land, 1922, stanza, lines
22&23.

13. J Burke, 2002, p.332, reference no. 45, & p.477,
endnotes “Keon interview 17 Feb, 2000”.
14. James Gleeson, 1979, p.20.
THANKS to partners and staff at the Blackburn
Dental Group and to Louise Murray from the
Melbourne Dental School.
APOLOGY The images Sometimes the impulse
to have a shot at surgery almost overwhelms me &
Funny he was here only a moment ago by
Albert Tucker were reproduced in the last edition of
Dent-al without permission of the copyright owner.

to acutely peaked dark mountain

line of ‘carious teeth’, Tucker

7. For a more detailed analysis of Tucker’s state of

ranges, reminiscent of the Italian

created this collage of beautiful

mind, refer to J. Burke, 2002, p.132.

inconvenience this error may have caused. Permission

Alps. The blue sky with streaked

teeth, seeming to no longer be

8. Referenced by Chris McAuliffe, Images of Modern

has now been sought and granted. We gratefully

water colours gives light and

influenced by T.S. Eliot. In Rome

Evil, exhibition catalogue, from an undated typescript,

acknowledge the estate of Albert Tucker for this

openness. The sun casts no

he had a much happier life.

John and Sunday Reed papers, Australian Manuscript

courtesy.

shadows. Dominating the scene

Michael Keon, editor of Rome

Collection, State Library of Victoria.

are three laughing mouths,

Daily American, who had known

showing many teeth, mounted

him in Melbourne, was astonished

on poles embedded into the

at the change in Tucker, “He was

sand. “I had spent some time in

never at peace when I first knew

Italy—I connected the cratered

him…but (in Rome) he was a

Australian landscape. I was having

completely new Bert. He had a

these nostalgic memories of

glow to him I had certainly not

Australia then. I was remembering

known in Melbourne”.13

the dryness…and the bits of the
Victorian Mildura desert area”.9

The two images reviewed here
have some resemblance in their

“There was an Italian magazine…
there was a dental ad there of
people showing their teeth all
over the place, and there again

FIG 1. THE FUTILE CITY 1940
Albert Tucker, (1914–1999),
Australian, The Futile City
1940, oil on cardboard, 45
x 54.5 cm, Heide Museum of
Modern Art. Purchased from
John and Sunday Reed 1980.
© Barbara Tucker. Courtesy
Barbara Tucker.
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10. James Gleeson, 1979, interview transcript, p.39.

FIG 2. LAUGHING LANDSCAPE
Albert Tucker, (1914–
1999), Australian,
Laughing landscape 1956,
watercolour, collage of
magazine illustrations,
fibre-tipped pen, image
13.7 x 19 cm, sheet 13.7
x 19 cm, National Gallery
of Australia, Canberra.
Purchased 1976. © Barbara
Tucker. Courtesy Barbara
Tucker.
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The University apologises for this omission and for any

LEFT Josefin, Madeline, Elle & Laura at Karolinksa
RIGHT Elle Kamay in the Karolinska Clinic

MADELINE HYGRELL

a lot about treating children in your course and

B Dental Hygiene Student

the health promotion and policy subjects were

Karolinska Insitituet

new for us. The things we really liked about the

We have finally settled down here
again in Sweden now and have
caught up with almost everything,
which is a good feeling. We think back
at our time in Melbourne with great
happiness. We are really so thankful
for the opportunity to visit your
university. It has been so interesting
now when we are back to compare the
differences and similarities. We really
enjoyed the lectures and the treatment
planning case studies, especially the
dental therapy part which is new for

Melbourne course are the clinical placements in
the community clinics; the week that we spent
in the clinics in Footscray and in Knox taught
us a lot about the dental care in Australia. It
seems like a good experience to really get out
in “real-work-life” outside the Dental School and
hospital and build up confidence and speed.
We think it’s a good way to prepare the students
for what is to come. The experience of coming
to Australia has not only brought us knowledge
work wise, it has most certainly developed us
as people. We wish it wasn’t so far away as we
would love to come back very soon.

us, and Brenda’s lectures about early
childhood caries and ART. We learned

BACHELOR OF ORAL HEALTH

Karolinska Instituet Sweden
Exchange

Madeline & Josefin in Melbourne

Laura and Elle in Sweden

by A/Professor Julie Satur

T

HE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE BACHELOR

oral health promotion for many and varied

ELLE KAMAY

OF ORAL HEALTH (BOH) PROGRAM HAS AN

community groups, developed OHT practice in

BOH Student

INNOVATIVE APPROACH TO DEVELOPING THE

areas such as oral cancer, diabetes, disability,

University of Melbourne

ATTRIBUTES OF A UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE

cleft lip and palate, aged care, Aboriginal health,

GRADUATE.

mental health and drug and alcohol programs.

Among these attributes are academic excellence
with knowledge across disciplines, leadership
in their communities with well developed
cultural awareness, an appreciation for social
diversity and civic responsibility and an ability
to be active global citizens. To meet these
objectives and others, the BOH incorporates
a subject in the final year called Oral Health
Therapy Research. This subject is designed to
extend BOH students’ expertise in an aspect of
oral health therapy practice within a research
framework, through an oral health promotion
project, a research project or an elective study
unit. The range of studies, background research
and extramural placements and experiences
students engage in is rich in terms of both
individual learning and discipline development
for the profession. Over the years, students
under academic supervision have provided

Another arm of the program has seen students
undertake volunteer work in Cambodia and
student exchange experiences in BOH programs
interstate and overseas including New Zealand,
Holland, Singapore, New York, Japan and
Sweden. This article reports the experiences of
this year’s students who were lucky enough to
be part of the exchange program with Karolinska
Instituet in Sweden. Two Swedish dental hygiene
students spent 5 weeks in Melbourne in the
BOH 3rd year program participating in lectures,
clinics, pracs and extra mural rotations in January
and February. Two Melbourne BOH students
then spent 4 weeks in Sweden participating in
their B. Science (Dental Hygiene) program. The
Melbourne students were required to undertake
background literature reviews in preparation for
their visit and in order the meet their elective
study unit objectives. Here are reflections of the
students themselves on the program.
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Instituet is a popular University for

I will be focusing my research on the later two

yoga, meditation and stretching type exercises

exchange students and welcomes

topics, whereas Laura will focus her work on the

which we found very helpful.

them openly.

first two.

For our 3rd year research project,

During our stay and exchange we attended

in three different clinics which were all very new

Laura and I are completing an

some classes and lectures that the second and

and lovely. It was great to be able to observe

elective study unit comparing

third year dental hygiene students take and

how they treat their patients and how it differs

At KI we observed 2nd and 3rd year students

Sweden and Victoria. Our elective

also observed the students treating patients in

from Melbourne. The students exclusively

In March/April third year oral

study is to investigate, compare

clinic. We also gave some presentations to the

practise motivational interviewing in their clinics,

health student, Laura Beveridge,

and contrast the education, the

first year students about Melbourne University

which we found very interesting. We picked up

and I travelled to Stockholm,

dental services, the oral disease

and our course to encourage more students to

a few tips whilst watching the students and they

Sweden for a month to complete

patterns and roles of oral health

come on exchange. Whilst in Sweden, we also

were very friendly and willing to explain things

an exchange at Karolinska

therapists/dental hygienists. Our

collected literature, information and resources

to us.

Instituet (KI). The University of

study objectives are:

for our comparative analysis.

• To develop an understanding

Some of the lectures we attended included

of other exchange students from all around

of the academic curricula and

orthodontics and smoking cessation. Although

the world. It was such an amazing life changing

education in oral health in Sweden

all of the lectures were in Swedish, we still found

experience to be able to meet so many new

and Victoria, Australia.

that a lot of dental words were similar if not the

and different people and to make some great

same and we had our Swedish friends to help

friendships and especially with Madeleine and

translate the things we didn’t understand. We

Josefin from KI. One of my favourite parts of the

even picked up a little bit of Swedish here and

exchange was being able to live in another city

there! The lectures we attended were very useful

and see so much. Stockholm is such a beautiful

and interesting, especially the ones on smoking

city and we had such an incredible time. I will

cessation. In the third year at KI the students can

never ever forget it, and I would definitely

receive a Diploma in Smoking Cessation and

recommend exchange trips to other students.

focus a lot of time on this, which we thought was

We learnt, laughed, experienced, discovered,

very good. We also attended some ergonomics

explored and grew up a lot! D

Melbourne has a good affiliation
with Karolinska Instituet in
Sweden both in research and
collegial terms. Our coordinator
and project supervisor, Associate
Professor Julie Satur, has a close

•To analyse the similarities and

working relationship with Dr

the differences of the regulation

Anette Norman from KI who

and scope of practice for OHT’s in

visited Melbourne in 2011 in

Victoria and dental hygienists in

preparation for this round of

Sweden.

the exchange program. Two

• To compare the oral disease

dental hygiene students from KI,

patterns in Sweden and Victoria.

Madeleine Hygrell and Josefin

• To compare and contrast the

Karlebo then came to Melbourne

dental care service delivery,

to do a 5 week exchange program

funding and attendance patterns

at the start of 2012. Karolinska

in Victoria and Sweden.

and relaxation classes which were part of the
Dental Hygiene course, where we did some
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Whilst staying in Stockholm we lived with a lot

PROFILES
CASEY EDGAR

Doctor of Dental
Surgery
What course are you
doing?
The Doctor of Dental
Surgery (DDS) and
I’m in my second
year.
I previously
completed a Bachelor
of Biomedicine and
through that I
decided that I liked
the sound of dentistry so I enrolled in
DDS.
What was your pathway to studying your
current course at the University of
Melbourne?
When I finished school I knew I wanted
to do something in health sciences, but
wasn’t sure what exactly so the Bachelor
of Biomedicine kept my options open. It
bought me a bit more time and exposed me
to different areas which helped me make
up my mind on dentistry.
Why did you choose to undertake your
course at the University of Melbourne?
Well I live in Melbourne and the
University of Melbourne has always
had such a great reputation, so it has
always been appealing. I absolutely love
it here. As well as the classes being
amazing, the campus has such a great

atmosphere – it’s a pleasure to hang
around.
Can you recall a particularly
interesting day/event during your
career?
The one thing that I remember is the
first time we had a practical class and
got to use a drill. It was so exciting
– to have been working towards that it
felt so good to actually put theory into
practice and it reinforced it was the
right course for me. I thought ‘this is
what it’s all about’.
Describe for us your life as a student
here at the University.
I work part time at the moment as a
dental assistant on the weekends, while
through my undergraduate course I worked
part time in retail. You can’t focus on
study all the time so I find it’s really
important to have part time work and I
also do a lot of sport. You’ve got to
be organised to balance social life,
work and university. I think it’s so
important to have that diversity – it
teaches you how to focus on your study
and helps with your planning skills.
What do you plan to do upon completing
your course, and how will your course
assist you?
Eventually I’d like to run my own
dental practice. But when I graduate
I’d like to work in a larger practice
or a community clinic – maybe something
rural or in the outer suburbs to gain

greater experience and see
more cases. This course will
help lay the foundation for
that as we get to experience
locations where we could
work in the future. It will
allow us to make important
contacts and see if the
experience is what we want.
It will give me a good
grounding to hopefully go
into my own practice later
in my career.
What do you think about
the facilities here at the
University of Melbourne?
I love this new lab.
We’ve got all our own
instruments and equipment –
it represents what a normal
dental practice is. It lets
you get used to a proper
dental setting. It’s very
spacious and a lot of fun.
With the mannequins, rather
than just being a head it’s
also got a torso so you get
used to dealing with that.
It’s a realistic environment
with instruments on one
side and a spot for a Dental
Assistant to sit on the
other. It makes you feel
comfortable with an actual
dental setting.

CONTINUING
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

2012Update

2102 HAS SEEN THE CPD PROGRAM off to a busy

including treatment planning of orthodontic

start. We have already run several of our most

consequences. There was also discussion on

popular courses, including our first conference-

treatment planning for dental care of children

style lecture for the year. “The Multidisciplinary

using general anaesthesia. The course was

Needs of Paediatric Dentistry – Are You Keeping

attended by over 130 dental professionals who

Pace?” was held at the Bio 21 Institute on Friday

offered positive feedback for the day. We would

20 May. This program was designed to update

like to acknowledge and thank our panel of

the practitioner in a range of areas important

speakers, Professor David Manton, Adj Professor

in paediatric dentistry. The course introduced

Hanny Calache, Dr Karen Kan, Dr Jim Bokas,

participants to evidence-based information on

Dr Peter Wong, A/Professor Peter Parashos and

caries risk assessment and prevention, selection

Professor Mike Hubbard.

of restorative materials in the child, treatment
options for the primary and young permanent
pulp, understanding and management of
hypomineralized permanent first molars

Thanks also to our kind sponsors, Colgate and
Henry Schein Halas for their support of this
program and their attendance on the day.

2012 Pre-Convention Workshop
OUR NEXT MAJOR EVENT will be in conjunction with the ADAVB Convention. The MDS is running a

Pre-Convention Workshop on THURSDAY 9 AUGUST with places available for 50 participants to attend.
The workshop will be lead by international speaker Dr Linda Greenwall from the UK. Dr Greenwall
will be presenting “Sculpting Anterior Aesthetics Using Direct Resin Technology” The pre-convention
hands-on work shop will be a step by step guide through composite build-up layering techniques
focusing on class III restorations and closing the midline diastema. Participants will work on models as
Dr Greenwall demonstrates each step. The workshop will be held at the new state of the art teaching
facility at the Melbourne Dental Clinic, 723 Swanston Street Carlton. Dr Greenwall will be supported by
a range of highly experienced clinicians, Professor Trevor Burke from the UK and Dr Geoff Knight from
Melbourne. This workshop is kindly supported by SDI Limited and 3M Espe.

IBRAHIM HUSSEIN
Doctor of Dental
Surgery
What course are
you doing?
I’m completing a
Doctor of Dental
Surgery (DDS) and
I’m in my second
year.
Fresh out of
Year 12 I did
a Bachelor
of Biomedicine medicine here at the
University of Melbourne, which is a
broad health science course. Towards
the end of the course I found I was
more interested in oral health, where I
achieved good marks, so I applied here
because I wanted to do dentistry.
What was your pathway to studying your
current course at the University of
Melbourne?
The University of Melbourne has an
excellent reputation across Australia,
and that includes the Melbourne Dental
School. I’ve lived in Melbourne my
whole life so it was also convenient.

During my undergraduate degree I liked
how the university dealt with students,
subjects and courses, so it made sense
to continue here for my current studies.
Can you recall a particularly
interesting day/event during your
course?
Completing my first filling in an
operational clinic has been a highlight
– it’s quite different to the practise
in pre-clinic. You feel like you’re
making a difference when you work on a
patient and seeing them leave with a
smile on their face is really rewarding.
Describe for us your life as a student
here at the University.
My undergraduate course helped me to
adjust to my current studies as it was
fewer hours than post-graduate. I’ve
also found having extra-curricular
activities on the side helps with stress
as it eases your mind.
What do you plan to do upon completion
of your course, and how will your course
assist you?

Melbourne Dental Hospital
is a great step towards
actually opening your own
clinic one day. So after
finishing the course I’d
like to help out at a public
or private clinic for a few
years before moving forward
with my career.
What do you think about
the facilities here at the
University of Melbourne?
The facilities here are
brilliant. This is as close
as it gets to being in a
real clinic without bringing
in actual patients. With
health sciences you’re
going to be dealing with
real patients, so it’s
essential to simulate that
experience before you start
working with people. This
is imperative to get your
mind at ease and help the
transition to the full
clinical situation.

Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery Update
OUR END OF YEAR CONFERENCE-STYLE LECTURE PROGRAM is an “Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery

Update” which is scheduled for FRIDAY 26 OCTOBER at The University of Melbourne, Bio 21
Institute. This course is designed to introduce the practitioner to new topics in Oral and Maxillofacial
surgery. Participants will be introduced to cutting edge topics covering dentoalveolar surgery,
bisphosphonates, informed consent issues, implantology, bone grafting,
paediatric oral and maxillofacial surgery and the emerging fields of
cranio-maxillofacial surgery. We are delighted to bring together our
panel of highly experienced speakers Mr Arun Chandu,
Mr Dragan Grubor, Dr Lisa Crighton, Mr Stephen Gibbons,
Mr Kevin Spencer, A/Professor Andrew Heggie, Dr Jocelyn
Shand and Dr Patrishia Bordbar. This lecture program is
kindly supported by Astra Tech Dental. D

2012 programs, please
contact Sam or Elena at
the CPD Office on (03)
9341 1506 or by email at
cpd-dent@unimelb.edu.

The course will hopefully open doors for
me to practise dental treatment in the
future. Having experience with the Royal
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For enrolments to all our

au or visit our web site at
www.dent.unimelb.edu.au
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: IN CONVERSATION :
photographs as well as sketches to make sure that
the sails and accessories were correctly depicted

Pat Gladwell
John Brownbill

in the final painting. He always wanted the
scenario to be accurate.
JWB: I know that he painted in oils and did

sketches. Two of his works are in the corridor on
the fifth floor of the Dental School. Did he use
other media?
A CONVERSATION BETWEEN

PG: Oh yes, he liked to explore different ways

DR PAT GLADWELL & JOHN BROWNBILL

of expressing his art. He did watercolours. He

JOHN BROWNBILL (JWB): Pat, you know that your

used to make his own pastels because he felt

late husband, Professor Tony Storey was one of

that the pastels imported from England did not

my mentors early in my dental career. What struck

accurately reflect the colours in Australia. He tried

me at the time was his interest in art and I wanted

to replicate the paints of the old masters who

to make that known to the modern generations

used sun-dried oil. For months, we had oil on the

who only know him as Professor Elsdon Storey,

garage roof drying in the sun. We took some of

former Dean, in whose honour the Elsdon Storey

this oil on our honeymoon. My family presented

Chair of Child Dental Health is named.

me with a trousseau from France; unfortunately,

PAT GLADWELL (PG): Art was an enduring interest

some of the oil leaked onto it!

for Tony. I would say it was Dentistry first and Art

JWB: That sounds amusing now, but not so at the

second.

time I imagine.

JWB: I would have thought it might have been

PG: It was a major tragedy for us both.

Art first. Did he paint a great deal?

JWB: There is an anecdote that Prof put some

PG: He painted whenever he had a spare

buckets in the ceiling space to collect water from

moment. Our family has quite a collection of his

a roof leak and that the weight caused the roof to

works, much in storage.

collapse.

JWB: He had a very busy academic life. Did he

PG: Not quite true; but, the story is typical of his

paint for relaxation?

artistic impracticality in his more absent-minded

PG: He painted for relaxation, more than

moods.

relaxation I would say. His painting was most

JWB: Tutorials with Prof were wonderful

important to him.

philosophical wanderings where he tried to

JWB: Late in his career, he and I were attending

a Society of Dentistry for Children conference in
Mildura. Part of the social programme was a boat
trip on the paddle steamer Avoca on the Murray
River. I saw Prof. sitting on the bow rapidly
sketching scene after scene with his deft left
hand. He told me that he was looking forward to
retirement and painting all the time. “What else
would one do?” was his rhetorical question.
PG: Sadly, he never got to retirement due to ill

health. We had set up studios in Melbourne and
in Lorne in readiness; but, he never used them
much.
JWB: Did he do much sketching?
PG: He would paint many sea scenes. These

required sketches beforehand. He particularly

TOP TO BOTTOM: STORY PAINTING
1, Elsdon Storey, 1983,
Untitled (Coastal rock
formation). Courtesy Elsdon
Storey estate; STORY PAINTING 2
Elsdon Story, 1983, Untitled
(Surf Club Carnival scene)
Medium: Oil on canvas. Courtesy
Elsdon Storey estate; Professor
Tony Storey and Dr Pat Gladwell

make us think. One day, one of the students
complained to him that he was not teaching us
anything. I am sure you can picture him leaning
back in his chair with his right hand behind his
head and saying: “Listen son, I am not here to
teach you anything. You are here to learn from
me.” Enough of anecdotes, thank you for helping
me give an insight into the life and Art of the late
Professor Emeritus Elsdon Storey.
PG: Tony always said that he was a gifted
amateur. I do not, of course agree and so this
recognition gives me great pleasure. D
Clinical Associate Professor John W Brownbill teaches
Paediatric Dentistry at the Melbourne Dental School
and was an undergraduate and graduate student of
Professor Storey.
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